VTX PARTNERS
REVOLUTIONISING UNDERWRITING
VTX Partners, part of the Volante Global Group of Companies, is a team of underwriters committed to revolutionising how the
insurance industry operates through technology.
VTX®, developed by VTX Partners, is an in-house, cloud-based, end-to-end MGA underwriting platform which:
1. Delivers consistent functionality across the entire organisation – a single system which can be deployed for every individual.
2. Drives profitable growth by providing front-end distribution portals and the ability to price business based on real-time risk information.
3. Enhances underwriting profitability through a live virtuous circle that
connects all stakeholders and functions from Sales to Underwriting,
Claims, Reinsurance and Finance.

MARKET-LEADING FUNCTIONALITY
Incorporating leading-edge technology, and built on an approved
Lloyd’s version 5 framework, VTX:
Delivers real-time, risk-level analytics to all stakeholders via
customised web and mobile portals – underwriters, portfolio
managers, capacity providers and investors.
Creates single-window policy administration from pre to post bind,
incorporating all compliance, audit and sanction requirements.
Provides a ‘single version of the truth’ – single entry spans the entire
organisation allowing a 360-degree view of the customer with a
single click.
Optimises underwriting trading time – average of 2 minutes to quote a policy, with built-in workflow, document management and
production capabilities.
Enhances long-term pricing adequacy through built-in rating engines – driven by improved data capture, historical data analytics and
automated links to third party market information.
World-class security with Amazon Web Services.
Customisable and scalable across products, geographies and types of insurance.

DRIVING REAL PROFITABLE GROWTH
VTX transforms large and complex data sets into dynamic dashboards, delivering
critical, live risk information at the point of underwriting.
This direct data access enhances underwriting decision making and productivity.
It also strengthens both risk selection and portfolio management capabilities.
Designed and built around a ‘Plug & Play’ model in combination with whitelabel web and mobile portals, VTX is flexible and scalable to support product
development, integration of new underwriting teams and expansion of
distribution channels.

ENHANCING UNDERWRITING PERFORMANCE
A consistent platform, VTX allows re/insurers to develop tailored risk solutions,
price products accurately, and provide swift and effective claims handling, whilst
delivering transparency throughout.
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From the company-wide portfolio down to the individual insured exposure, this
allows for easy, instant identification of asset-level loss causation.
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The real-time data access enhances precision portfolio management capabilities,
supporting both underwriting decision making as well as reducing claims leakage
and fraud.
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Enhanced by features such as document management, digital document
production, system-based underwriting authority, automated capacity referral
and audit processes, VTX allows all stakeholders to reduce their operating
expenses.

OUR FOCUS
VTX Partners are committed to challenging the status quo by revolutionising
the way we underwrite.

Managing Partner, VTX Partners

Ricky has
extensive
experience across
the insurance
sector in a number
of capacities,
including as an
investor, InsurTech specialist, investment banker
and underwriter. During his insurance career, he has
led the implementation of innovative programme
structures and been involved in numerous
technology development projects across both
internal functions and companies.

Developing systems that are built by underwriters for underwriters, we are
placing technology at the centre of the insurance business, and bringing
data to the fore.

VOLANTE GLOBAL

Taking (re)insurance in a new direction
Volante Global is a multi-class, multi-territory international MGA that combines best-in-class
underwriting power with fully automated, data-driven business processes deployed through a
single consistent platform. Registered and headquartered in the UK, Volante is built upon the
security of a strong financial backer, including at a minimum A+ rated capacity supporting every
line of business, achieved through global specialty re/insurance lines of business.
To find out more about Volante, or to arrange a meeting with a member of the team, contact us at:
E: info@volanteglobal.com

